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5 intensive days to master your presence on camera 

ENGLISH - FRENCH 

PARIS

Freedom on camera 



Cloe Xhauflaire
is an actress and acting coach originally from Belgium, where sheis an actress and acting coach originally from Belgium, where she

studied theatre at THE Royal Drama Conservatory in Brussels.studied theatre at THE Royal Drama Conservatory in Brussels.  
She's trained with some of the best teachers in the world, includingShe's trained with some of the best teachers in the world, including

Susan Batson, Larry Moss and Anthony Abeson.Susan Batson, Larry Moss and Anthony Abeson.  
Before creating ‘ACT INeverywhere’ in 2019, Cloe developed herBefore creating ‘ACT INeverywhere’ in 2019, Cloe developed her

teaching skills and expertise while training hundreds of actors as ateaching skills and expertise while training hundreds of actors as a
LEAD COACH AT THE SUSAN BATSON STUDIO FOR 7 YEARSLEAD COACH AT THE SUSAN BATSON STUDIO FOR 7 YEARS      

Today, she spends her days acting, teaching, living, and pursuing herToday, she spends her days acting, teaching, living, and pursuing her
dreams as an international artist with the privilege of being able todreams as an international artist with the privilege of being able to

hold acting workshops all over the world, including Paris, Rome,hold acting workshops all over the world, including Paris, Rome,
Madrid, Milan, Namur, Lausanne, Barcelona, Mallorca,Madrid, Milan, Namur, Lausanne, Barcelona, Mallorca,  

Berlin, Brussels and New York.Berlin, Brussels and New York.

Since 2022, Cloe's also aSince 2022, Cloe's also a    CERTIFIED LIFE COACH,CERTIFIED LIFE COACH,  which enhances herwhich enhances her
ability to guide actors and artists towards their personal and creativeability to guide actors and artists towards their personal and creative

freedom.freedom.



*Our day kicks off with a liberating moving circle, a dance exercise designed to help you release pent-up emotions
and fully inhabit your body. This sets the stage for enhanced emotional and physical awareness throughout the day.

*From there, we'll transition into scene work. You'll dig deep into the script, uncovering not just the lines but the
emotional core of your character. Learn the art of emotional flexibility, how to pivot from joy to sorrow, anger to

calm, within the span of a few lines. This will be your key to delivering a truly compelling performance.

*As we move into the afternoon, we'll focus on body awareness and camera work. Master the subtleties of facial
expressions and body language that resonate on screen but might be overlooked on stage. Understand how your

posture, your gestures, and even your gaze can make or break your audition.

 *The workshop will culminate with invaluable audition tips. From entering the room to your final line, make every
moment count. You'll walk away with actionable strategies that will help you captivate casting directors and leave a

lasting impression.

PROGRAM: Audition technique/ Script breakdown
 S C E N E  W O R K  -  E M O T I O N A L  F L E X I B I L I T Y  -  B O D Y

A W A R E N E S S  -  A U D I T I O N  T I P S  -  C A M E R A  W O R K  



              COST:  800 euros      

INFOS - COSTS

              WHERE:  Theatre Clavel    
3 Rue Clavel , 75019 Paris 

              TIME:  9am-6pm      

To confirm your spot, please email us andTo confirm your spot, please email us and    
INCLUDE HEADSHOT AND RESUME @INCLUDE HEADSHOT AND RESUME @

actineverywhere@gmail.com



Bank code (SWIFT/BIC):
TRWIBEB1XXX

IBAN:
BE31 9670 6026 5355

Wise Europe 
Avenue Louise 54, Room S52 Brussels

1050 Belgium

Wire routing number:
026073008

Routing number (ACH or ABA):
026073150

Account number:
822000184493

Bank code (SWIFT/BIC):
CMFGUS33

WISE USA
19 west 24th street NY, 10010

United States

EUROPE
Actineverywhere LLC Actineverywhere LLC

USA



Cloe helps you overcome your blocks and unleash your true potential. 
As an actor, you are your greatest asset, and I want to help you tap into your authentic power. 
When working together, we really get into the trenches and identify what's holding you back. 

I'll help you be more natural, really listen, and trust your instincts. 
You'll come alive in a way that you never thought possible.


